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Statements of Endorsement
Will Fair Use Survive? Free Expression in the Age of Copyright Control

Statement from Gordon Quinn:
Documentary filmmaker of award-winning Hoop Dreams and New Americans
“The Brennan Center report on fair use clearly identifies a critical issue – fair use is a terribly
important problem facing filmmakers, and it needs to be addressed. Today’s clearance culture
completely impacts what we can say and how widely we can distribute our work. What’s great
about the Brennan Center report is it highlights how this issue is affecting newer mediums, like
the Internet. It mentions the way that companies go after ISPs because they realize the gatekeepers do not have the same stake in free expression that we, the journalists and artists, have.
Part of the problem is that the gate-keepers are not being properly educated about fair use – what
it means to open expression in a democracy, its history, and the legal precedent behind it. This
report is part of a wider movement to educate people in the expressive rights field about fair use,
and it’s going to help us users organize and re-assert the right to fair use. We need to fight back
– if we don’t continue to use fair use, we’ll lose it altogether.”
Quinn, president of Kartemquin Films, has been in the documentary film industry for many years and has
seen the ways in which fair use has been withered away over time. He has faced difficulty most recently in
claiming fair use for portions of Kartemquin’s 7-hour PBS documentary on immigration, entitled “The
New Americans.”

Statement from Hazel Rowley:
Author of Christina Stead: A Biography (Holt, 1994), Richard Wright: The Life and Times (Holt,
2001), and Tête-à-tête: Simone de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre (HarperCollins, 2005)
“The contrast with France, where le ‘droit moral’ does not include a fair use clause, has made
me realize, more than ever, how important fair use is. Nonfiction writers need some sort of
protection from literary executors who abuse their copyright power for no good reason. I’m very
pleased with this report, which at last airs this important issue, and opens up the terrain for
discussion.”
Rowley is an author and biographer. She most recently encountered difficulties in her dealings with the
estate of Jean-Paul Sartre in France, where there is no fair use provision. Rowley was one of the focus
group participants in the Brennan Center study, so her experiences obtaining permissions for her work
are further detailed in the report.

Statement from Roxana Robinson:
Author of seven books, among them Georgia O'Keeffe: A Life
“Imagine trying to write a critical essay on Shakespeare's sonnets without being able to quote
them: scholarship demands the presence of the work itself. Fair use makes critical discourse
possible, and this lively and thoughtful report makes fair use - which may be threatened - more
likely to survive.”
Robinson is an author and the recipient of fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the
Guggenheim Foundation. She has dealt with the problems of obtaining permission to use copyrighted
material – from letters to song lyrics – in her work. As one of the focus group participants in the Brennan
Center study, her experiences are further detailed in the report.

Statement from Katy Chevigny:
Documentary filmmaker of the award-winning film, Deadline
“The Brennan Center for Justice's report on Fair Use is important and timely, for creative artists
as well as for the public at large. Many documentary filmmakers, including myself, have
removed or substituted crucial archival footage in our films -- which is essentially an act of selfcensorship. This report will help educate creators about the little-known but fascinating history
of fair use law. It's useful for creative people to know that fair use law is not a defense of last
resort, but actually a critical protection upheld by the principles of free speech. Most importantly,
this report could help the effort to change prevailing practices that are not in the best interest of
the public at large, of artists, or even of copyright-holders themselves.”
Katy Chevigny is Executive Director of Arts Engine, Inc., a nonprofit organization that promotes,
produces and distributes independent media. She directed "Deadline", a documentary about capital
punishment that premiered at the 2004 Sundance Film Festival, and she has also produced 5 other
documentaries on a range of contemporary issues. The clearance culture has required Chevigny and her
colleagues to alter and swap out footage and music in 4 of these documentaries, and the costs for
archival clearance constituted a substantial portion of the budget for “Deadline.”
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